STUDENT RECOGNITION

NATIONAL

AP Scholars

156 Signature students earned the designation of AP Scholar by the College Board in recognition of their exceptional achievement on the college-level Advanced Placement Program (AP) Exams.

National AP Scholar: María del Valle Coello, Philip Eykamp II, Abigail Gibson, Katherine Hitchcock, Tristan Kitch, Ryan Lindsay, Adam Lomberg, Meryem Ozel, Abigail Plump, Jacob Potter, Benjamin Pratt, Shuchay Subramanian, Dalton Sullivan, Patrick Weihmann, Kathryn Wolfinger

AP Scholar with Distinction: Zuhu Adeel, Max Albicker, Sarah Bell, Maria del Valle Coello, Griffin Devoy, Jared Diaz, Philip Eykamp II, Olivia Gennaro, Abigail Gibson, Anna Hardy, Katherine Hitchcock, Sara Keys, Caroline Kiser, Tristan Kitch, Andrew Krawcz, Ryan Lindsey, Adam Lomberg, Jessa Magary, Eyob Moges, Jonathan Oswald, Meryem Ozel, Abigail Plump, Jacob Potter, Benjamin Pratt, Ibrahim Rehman, Sarah Renahan, Karin Roberts, Madison Rogers, Vamsish Satoor, Ethan Smith, Shuchay Subramanian, Dalton Sullivan, Lauren Terry, Erin Tooley, Asher Trockman, Austin Uhr, Lauren Venturi, Patrick Weihmann, Zachary Weinzaepfel, Riley Wilhemus, Margo Wilkinson, Kathryn Wolfinger

AP Scholar with Honor: Tanvi Asthana, Andrew Beaver, Dean Bieber, Casey Brugh, Ariel De Jesus, Emma Golio, Abby Grillo, Noah Hostettler, Anna Killebrew, Christopher Laszlo, Zachary McClary, Awaish Muthu, Grant Myer, Joshua Myers, James O'Connor, Bryn Owen, Hunter Pace, Jackson Pritchett, Taylor Robinson, Anna Jean Stratman, Ganesh Viswanathan, David Wahl


2015 National Merit Scholarship Competition

Seven students qualified as National Merit Finalists: Zuhu Adeel, Kennedy Erwin, Katherine Hitchcock, Adam Lomberg, Meryem Ozel, Shuchay Subramanian, and Kathryn Wolfinger.

One student was a National Merit Semifinalist: Dean Bieber.

Nine were recognized as Commended Students: Abigail Gibson, Kate Grudzinski, Tristan Kitch, Ryan Lindsay, Emily Miles, James O'Connor, Benjamin Pratt, Madison Rogers, and Riley Wilhemus.

One student was named a National Achievement Scholar: Eyob Moges.

Henry Clay Center for Statesmanship Student Congress Delegates

Erica Adams, Max Albicker, María del Valle Coello, Dalton Sullivan

National Junior Science and Humanities Symposium

Arjun Dhawan won first place in the Physical Science category for his project “Object Recognition for the Visually Impaired.”

United States Senate Youth Program (USSYP)

Katherine Hitchcock was selected to serve as one of two student delegates from Indiana to participate in the 53rd annual program held in Washington, D.C. Students spent a week in Washington experiencing their national government in action

STATE

Indiana’s 2015 “Mr. Math”

Adam Lomberg was recognized by Governor Pence with this distinction given to one male student in the state.

Regional in Girls Golf

Anna Jean Stratman

LOCAL

52nd Annual High School Art Show

First Place in Drawing, Noah Laroia-Nguyen

First Place in Mixed Media, Elissa Johnson

Mitch Daniels Leadership Award

Eyob Moges